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1 Basic Information

1.1 Changes

The last major change to this course occured
in 2010 (expansion of contact hours, revision of
structure). The last minor change to this course
occured in 2014 (content revision).

1.2 Instructors

• Dr. Denis de Crombrugghe: coordinator,
lecturer, grader (??–)

• Tobias Broich: tutor, grader (2013–2014)

• Mary Kaltenberg: tutor, grader (2014–)

1.3 Participants

• Current MPP students: 107

• Recidivist MPP students: 9

• Delayed MPP students: 1

1.4 Contact hours

• 12x 2 hours regular lectures

• 12x 2 hours PBL tutorials

1.5 Assessment

• Participation: 30%

• Exam (closed book, open questions, 3
hours duration): 70%

1.6 Response rate

• Students: 74/117 = 63.25%

• Instructors: pending
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2 General Questions
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3 Grades
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4 Workload

This course delivers 6 ECTS over a period of 8 weeks. It should therefore be equivalent to 21 hours
of work per week. Attending all events of the course, a student would have an average of 8 hours of
contact each week.
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5 Component Grades: Lecturers
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6 Component Grades: Tutors
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7 Open Questions

The themes of open feedback are indicated in the margin.

More/better feedback feedbackon the weekly assignments. I know the practical reasons of not re-
turning the graded assignments, but knowing what exactly you did wrong can really en-
hance the learning experience of these assignments.

I could not apply what I learned in the exam assessmentas the questions were very unclear and fo-
cusing on the same thing all the time. However, I really appreciated tutor’s Tobiasexplanations
in tutorials, more helpful than lectures.

It would be good to prepare exercices for the tutorials. tutorialsEconometrics + could go even fur-
ther in thematerials, it would be good if we didn t review anything from EMX in EMX+ EMX+and
if the tutorials started earlier.

I think it is unfair to give students gradedassignmentsbutnot let themknowat leastwhich
questions they did not get correct. feedbackHow are students supposed to fix their mistakes and
prepare for the exam if they don’t know what they are doing wrong. I feel this leads to
studentsmaking the samemistakes over again because they aren’t alerted to their errors

1. As the assignments were prepared by tutors and we only did exercises that were on
the textbook during tutorials, we never got in touch with the lecturer style of ques-
tions, except for one sample examwhich covered only a small part of the course and
didn’t allowus to train everythingwe needed to. So, we needed towork on exercises

exercisesprovidedby the lecturer in order tobebetter prepared for the examashehas his own
specific style of asking questions.

2. We always had the feeling that the tutorials coherenceand the lectures were each part of a dif-
ferent course and that was not helpful at all when it came to doing the exam.

3. Assignments assessmentshould have a bigger weight in our final course grade considering the
huge amount of time we spend doing the assignments every week.

Assignments not over the weekend… workloadhand them out earlier and then the groups can see
when they do them

I think the level of the exercises in the book, readingsthe book itself is on a very basic level. The
lectures lecturesprovides you with an understanding of the subject and concepts but what you
really need is practice with exercises and the level of the exercises in the book is not even
close to the the level of the exam. assessmemtAnd even though I feel that I in the end of te course un-
derstood everything the book covered if you havent practiced it the time pressure during
the exammakes it impossible to try and figure out/connect the dots when you are in the
actual exam. If you haven’t seen examples of it before it is difficult and stressful to try and
figure it out during the exam. I wish the level of the bookwas a bitmore advanced and the
exam a bit more ”user freindly”.

The exam assessmentwas too complicated in comparison to what we had in class…Less pitfalls for
beginning EMX students would have been appreciated…
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The slides of the lectures lectureswere very well elaborated and helped a lot.
I wishwe could receive the solutions for the assignments feedbackas itwas very hard to understand
ourmistakes just by listening to other students presentations (different topic wewere not
familiar with). I never knew the exact errors i made and even if i got the chance to look at
the assignment and thedo-file solution, i didn’t have enough time tonote all of the correct
formulas, etc. I understand that the do file of the solution should not be distributed to the
students since it is the same assignment every year but some other kind of solution sheet
should be provided so that we can review our mistakes together in the group.

I feel the group assignments every week can be detrimental:

1. workloadIt takes up whole swaths of your time that could be better used elsewhere.
2. It may be beneficial when you have an expert in the group who can help teach and

encourage improvement in the group, it is pointless when everyone is at the same
average knowledge level free-ridingand thus only confuse each other.

3. Free-riding free-ridersis a real issue.
4. Little feedback feedbackis provided on assignments and because you have no time to reflect

on them, mistakes are carried fromweek to week.
5. Little time is left to actually study for yourself.

The weightage of the exam assessmentshould be seriously reconsidered. Given the effort put in for
the assignments, 30% is too small a weightage, and 70% too large a weightage for an ex-
amination. Perhaps somepercentage for individual assignments should be considered as
well, as project groups suffer from free-riding free-ridingsignificantly.

Really way to hard for someone with any prior skills/teaching prior
knowledge

in the field of statistics/
ecoomy.
Tough one, basically sth. for the geeks.

This course isn’t as hopeless as Public Policy Analysis, but it is still resoundingly unwor-
thy of the quality degree that this institution claims. Please do not mistake any of this as
hyperbole or venting, the EMX/PPA combination is an absolute depth in my consistently
increasing disappointment with the program since September and I mean every word. I
will venture to back up my complaints as objectively as possible, but please understand
that I fervently regret having been introduced to econometrics proper in this manner.
LECTURERAND LECTURES lecturesThe lecturer wastes colossal amounts of our time on sophisti-
cated algebraic fidgeting. This presents us with a highly challenging barrier to entry, and
little of this is actually necessary in the assignments, even less so in the final exam. There
is an astounding gapbetween the lecture content, themainbook, coherencethe tutorial content and
the assessment requirements. This is both frustrating and confusing in the context of the
workload. This course urgently needs to be focused on what exactly is being taught, by
the end the main concepts were entirely obscured behind the algebraic tweaking of the
lecturer.
TIMECONSTRAINT workloadThe tutors, throughno fault of their ownand to their owndismay,were
overwhelmed by the speed at which we almost literally rip through the literature and ex-
ercises, to the extent that students had toorganize their own tutorials. Students had toor-
ganize their own tutorials. I will let that sink in for a second. Who could have thought that
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two hours is not enough to cover a whole chapter? Furthermore, we need more time and
more exam-related preparation for the final assessment. In retrospect, I amastonished as
towhyweek 3waswasted. If this was donewith respect to PPA, themicro-simulationwas
far less inweight than the impactevaluationassignment. Disregarding theatrocious setup
of PPA please consider not omittingweek 3 and instead decreasing the averageworkload,
or opening up week 7 for exam preparation.

ASSIGNMENTS exercisesThe assignments are a bit of a travesty. There is a sizable segment of stu-
dents that proudly flaunted to the general populace that their group had a 9.5 average for
the assignment component with no contribution of their own. Not shuffling around the
groups ensures that those excluded do not get the chance to learn from the people with
experience. Furthermore, it facilitates that some get to easily free ride on thosewith Stata
experience whilst others have to scrape for a 7 every week. Enter the Sunday evening do-
file network exchange in the library. My ingrained pessimism leads me to consider that
this is done from a convenience or perhaps a statistical point of view, and not a teaching
one. Please stop. Luck should be a minimal determinant for achieving a passing grade
over whatever teaching philosophy is adhered to here.

FINAL EXAM assessmentThe final examinationwas cruelly out of linewith not just curriculum, but the
sample exams and exams before that which were in open circulation. The data set was
extremely complicated, featuring foolish and impractically labeled linear and logarithmic
indices, alongside interaction termsand that constantly required their own interpretation.
Thiswas a stark contrastwith the relatively straightforwarddata sets thatwereused in the
assignments, or in comparisonwith theAJRdata set. The sheernumberof regressionsand
tests laced in between, supposedly to confuse us even further, far exceeded the preceding
exam. The AJR examwas perhaps too easy, but I do not see why we need to be punished
for your inability to find a correct final assessment mode.

This was an absolutely terrible semester and course. Some of the time-related issues can
be attributed to the train wreck that runs adjacent to this, but the assignments, lecture
content and final assessment absolutely have to change. You cannot credibly introduce
people to econometrics in this fashion.

I found tutorials tutorialswere more useful than lectures. I would have preferred to spend more
time doing exercises as that was the exam about.

Secondly, Iwouldhaveappreciatedmore time pace of
course

inbetween theentireprogrammefor study-
ing.

It would be nice, if students got more feedback feedbackfor the weekly assignments. We did not
know what we did wrong exactly and so we probably did the same mistakes in the next
assignment again. It is a bit like a vicious cycle.

Also, I found the exam assessmentvery difficult compared to what we did earlier (examples in S&W,
Assignments, Exercises solved during Tutorials). The data set was very confusing and so
I could not apply actually ”easy” things like calculating a confidence interval or a partial
effect.

All in all, it was a very interesting course. Thank you! :) The assignments exerciseswere very useful
because they helped us to gradually apply what we have learned. Please do not change
the structure of the course. In my opinion it was due to the structure of PPA that some
students were overwhelmed with the workload and NOT due to EMX.
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There was a missalignment coherencebetween the lecture the tutorials and the exam!

There was NO feedback feedbackfor the weekly assignments so there was no way for us to learn/
correct ourmistakes. The final assignment was challenging even for those who took EMX-
plus which is absurd, it will cost many of us the possibility of a cum laude. In the future,
this should be pass/fail like statistics, or Danny needs to be more objective about the re-
quirements for a twomonth course.

The group assignments cost more energy when doing them in a group then they would
have cost doing them alone. At the end of the course it was pretty annoying some group
members still didn’t had a clue free-ridinghow to work with stata and didn’t feel the need to learn
this. I’m pretty sure the grades from the assignments have a negative effect onmy overall
grade because of this.

It would bemuch appreciated to have the tutorials taught in a different location teaching
location

than the
library as the rooms were small and not fit for explaining correctly elements on a board.

1. The tutor Marywas fantastic but there were times when there was confusion over the cor-
rect approach to some aspects of the course.

2. The weekend assignments exerciseswere a great way to keep track of the course, except we
never knew what we did right and wrong. feedbackI know that you can’t give complete feed-
back because you reuse the case assignments. But possibly the tutors could tell
groups which questions to review and that they are explicit that they can’t provide
any more feedback than that.

3. The EXAM assessmentwas extremely difficult. I hate complaining about exams but it was truly
a difficult exam that was alot more complicated than anything we had experienced
during the course. It was a struggle to complete it in time.

Examnot alligned coherencewith the knowledge acquired. Way too difficult, with 2 questions about
a topic that was only covered the second part of the last tutorial of emx and other 5 way
above the level of the assignments.

Each group should have an equal number of students, if in any way possible. Free-riders
free-ridingaffect groups of 3muchmore than groups of 4, and fully functioning groups of 4 are capa-

ble of doing far more work than fully functioning groups of 3.

• Feedback feedbackon each assignment is crucial and something that cannot be left for dis-
cussions in tutorial.

• restructure grading, assessmentgive more weight to at least one assignment, enhance assign-
ments to be more exam-material relevant,

• have (ends here)

I amhappy thatwehad this course and I consider the course content highly relevant to our
field of studies. Themain thing I amdissatisfiedwith is the exam. assessmentThe exam taskswere far
more complicated than anything we had solved in class or we had covered in the weekly
assignments. A great part of the people in the cohort have never had any experience with
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Econometrics, and our expertise was extremely insufficient to deal with the exam suc-
cessfully. By successfully I mean not only passing the minimum threshold but also for a
considerable number of people having a result in the 75th percentile and above. The ”In-
troduction to Econometrics” book readingswas a really good read. Unfortunately, we had no time
to delve into the more difficult exercises exercisesin it. I believe that solving even one difficult ex-
ample step by step would have helped for us to do the rest of the exercises ourselves and
prepare better for the exam. However, during the tutorials we were constantly in a rush
and we barely had time to make any notes. This was due to the fact that we were trying
to fit the book and the STATA exercises in only 2 hours (the time was not enough, because
there were always questions to be answered and clarifications to be made).
It would have been very helpful if our tutors returned feedbackthe corrected assignments at the
end of each week so that the teams could see where their mistakes lied and made sure
they didn’t make them again.
I would also suggest that the School either arranges more tutorials or the content of the
weekly assignments be consulted with Prof. De Crombrugghe, coherenceso that they are as close
to the exam format as possible. assessmentWhat I noticed is that the tutors get extremely tired after
midday (the third and the fourth tutorial group), which is not very helpful for those tutorial
groups. tutorsOf course, this is perfectly normal and there is no blame game involved. What I
mean to say is that itmaybemoreproductive if either there are tutorials four times aweek
(two groups per day), or the tutorial groups switch every once in a while so that the ones
that have tutorials in themorning one week have them in the afternoon the next and vice
versa.
Thank you for considering my feedback! I hope it helps!

In general was the course well organized and I learned a lot the only suggestions I have
are on the exams: assessment

• Bitmore time (30 - 45minutes) or to skip around2-3 subquestions (or onemainques-
tion)

• Use clear described variables, e.g. age, educ, sex, country…Instead of the once used
at the exams. Additionally, not everyone has an economic background so this would
safe more time to write and interpret for everyone.

• Sometimes the wording of the questions were vague, which was very confusing dur-
ing the exams. With this I reallymean thewording and not the level of the exam. The
level of the examwas tough but doable.

• To go back and forth to the output pages is not convenient and you can lose time
doing that. I would suggest, if possible, adding the output to the related questions.

I enjoyed the course a lot. I learnt a lot and the course was very well organised. The tutor
Mary Marywas great - knowledgable, friendly, helpful, energetic. The only problem with this
course was the exam assessment- the assignments and the tutorials content were ten times easier as
compared to the exam. In the future years the tutorial content coherenceshould be aligned to the
exam level. The difficulty of tutorials should be increased (more problems with log-log,
lin-log, log-lin models, binary log-log interaction terms etc) so that we could prepare for
the exam better.

I think the systemdoes notwork verywell the students are spendingmost of the timewith
the tutor thus the exam is made by the professor coherenceso the required knowledge on the final
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exam was way above the level we were used to have on our weekly assignments and the
grades we got there.

Crazy workload. workloadpeople who knew a lot before, know a lot after. People who knew little
before struggled a lot with keeping up and the learning experience was not very high.

In my opinion the assignments should be assigned on an individual level not on a group
level,as they provide an excellent opportunity for freeriding. free-ridingSince most people are ei-
thermuch below ormuch above the demanded skill level, the groupwork doesn’t benefit
either. If the assignments were graded individually people could still work together, but
there would be more motivation for the ”waeker” students to actually work on them too.

1. Theweight of the assignments-part of the course (30%) seems highly disproportion-
ate. assessmentWe have spent most of our time and effort on these assignments throughout
the whole course, every single weekend (and for the final assignment even more).
To then have it only count for 30% seems very disproportionate to me. It would be
better to switch the weights of the assignment-part and the exam, as the exam was
not representative for the material covered during the lectures and tutorials.

2. The exam assessmentwas way too difficult in relation to the level we were trained to work on
during lectures and tutorials. Also, I felt that it was made even more difficult by us-
ing all kinds of economic-specific terms for the variables, causing me to constantly
look back at the code book. This resulted in the loss of a lot of precious time during
the exam. Also, I really preparedwell for the examand I practiced a lot, but the exam
had all sorts of questions/scenarios that we had never even come across before. It
seemed as if the examwasmeant for EMX+ students, instead of the regular EMX stu-
dents. I think it would be better to have two separate exams instead, because this
way, the regular EMX students like me are just being disadvantaged.

3. If it was not for our tutor, Tobias Broich, TobiasI would have probably not understoodmost
of the material covered in this course. I felt that the tutors were the only ones really
trying to help us understand and pass this course well, whereas the lectures lectureswere
just making me more confused about the material. It came across as if all the re-
sponsibility for teaching us lied with the tutors, who were really helpful and had a
lot of patiencewith us and could explain everything really well. However, this seems
quite unfair to me, and I would much rather have already a better understanding of
the material after attending the lecture, so that more time can be spent during the
tutorials to practice with more difficult cases - such as the ones we got on the exam.

4. I donotunderstandhow it is possible that a skills course,which shouldbe secondary,
can be so intense and time-demanding, workloadwhereas one would rather expect such a
time- and effort demanding course for a regular course of this master instead of a
skills course. The EMX course consumedmost of my time during the second period,
even though the PPA course provides us withmore credits. I do not understand why
it is imperative to have this course so intense, when the aim is to provide us with
sufficient knowledge on the underlying econometrics aspect of public policymaking
and analysis. I did not come to study this Master programme to become an expert in
econometrics, but somehow it feels like we spent a whole period on this course. In
comparison to the regular courses of IPP andPE, this seems again, disproportionate.
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5. I would suggest to have a less demanding assessment for the EMX course, so either
every week a group assignment that covers the material (and possibly more, as you
can discuss and look up things together with your groupmates) and a small exam assessmentto
test your basic knowledge of EMX individually, or no exam at all. Another suggestion
would be to have the final assignment of EMX (where all material comes together)
individually instead of as a group, and this could replace the exam.

I was not satisfied with the exam. assessmentI found it to be too difficult, containing economic terms
and requiring an economic background and acquaintance with economics, which not ev-
ery student has, includingme. Thismade the examvery difficult forme and unfortunately
could therefore not answer all questions andmost of them improperly. Moreover, I found
the code book very confusing. Overall I spent at least 30 minutes going back to the code-
book in order to find the correct interpretation.

Overall, I found the exam very difficult, confusing, unfair and very mean.

The exam assessmentwas disappointing as in man respects.

Our group spent on average 5-7 hours per assignment, which only account for 5% each of
the final course grade. We were overwhelmed workloadby the amount of hours dedicated to such
small tasks. Furthermore, the difficulty of the assignments and tutorialwas nowhere near
thedifficultyof theexam,whichunfortunately counted for 70%of the final grade. The final
examconsistedof themost difficult cases aswell as anabsurdamountof questions for the
time given. I struggled to get through all of the questions within the 3 hour period. Also,
what we learned in class and tutorials was not necessarily on the exam in an appropriate
manner. coherenceFor example, concepts we barely passed onmade up amajority of the exam, but
basic conceptswere totally ignored. Overall, the course couldbenefit frommajor changes:
1) an emphasis on the assignments assessmentas they took a significant amount of time, but were
worthless in terms of course weight. 2) a more reasonable final exam, or an extrahour
to finish it, most individuals did not 3) a more structured tutorial. coherenceTutors had complete
discretion on what to teach, and it varied between tutors, so some had a higher quality
experience while others were completely disconnected tutors4) In every single tutorial, we ran
past the allotted time, sometimes even having to go an additional 45minutes. TutorialsIt was very
difficult to have to do both book examples aswell as set up STATAwithin the time given. it
was very very disorganized. Tutors had to rush through stata and spit out code because of
time. Furthermore, none of the examples given helped us with the exam. assessmentThe exam was
beyond our level as we were taught the basic concepts and not the sophisticated models
and interpretations.

The exam assessmentis too difficult and terribly organized. Generally speaking, this is an awful, which
prevent us from passing.

The exam assessmentdid not cover lecture content in the sameproportion as timegiven to each chap-
ter. For example, we spent almost half the course on chapter 6 and almost none of the ex-
aminationwas derived from this lecture. Additionally,moreweight should be given to the
assignments as we spend a considerable amount of time working on them and majority
of the learning occurs in this group setting.
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The tutorials and book tutorials,
readings

were great and helped to understand the lectures a lot. I felt like
I understood everything very well. The exam was dissapointing as it seemed much more
difficult than things we had learned and practised before. assessment

I didn’t like the fact that the course contained weekly assignments exercises,
workload

which had to be com-
pleted in the weekend. Me andmany colleagues of mine have to work weekends in order
to pay our way through university, which made it very difficult to complete the assign-
ment. The reasoning behind this was that tutors cannot afford to lose their Thursday
evenings answering our questions. There’s an easy solution to this: do not answer any
questions until the following day andmake that very clear. This way, studentswill at least
have the chance to start working on the assignments early on. I think it would be good to
find a way to provide the assignments and the deadlines during working days. The exam

assessmentmaterial was also incredibly disproportionate to the material covered during the course.
For example, most questions focused on instrumental variables, a topic that was briefly
introduced in the seminars, in the last week of classes.

Low grades in the exams assessmentare probably caused by an intense period BEFORE the exam,
therefore the ability to prepare was minimum.

Exam assessmentwas too difficult, some of the things asked in the exam (like IV) were introduced only
very briefly (whilewealso had toworry aboutmultiple assignments of bothPPAandEMX).

Insteadof a completely useless presentationof the final assignment, the twohours should
be used for revision!

no

The exam assessmentwas much too difficult and I found it challenging to finish. Having it graded on
a curve would be good to accommodate how challenging this course was.

Individual assignments exercisesinstead of group assignments, it will have each student more to
understand better the material that is asked.

The exam assessmentwas very disproportionate in relation to the material covered in the course.
Questions were unevenly distributed, i.e. only focused on the log-log model, advanced
economic terminology, and some questions seemed intentionally confusing! It was also
too long. Simply put the examwas in my opinion unjust and disproportionate.

Prepare better for the exam, the tutorial exercises exercisesdid not cover sufficiently the material
that was asked in the exam. It would be more helpful to do exercises similar to the exam
questions. Furthermore it would be important to cover topics more detaily if they are
asked detailly in the exam, like Instrumental variables. This topic was not sufficiently cov-
ered in the lecture/tutorial. Even with a background in Economics or having taken EMX+ I
was unable to answer some exam questions about instrumental variables because some
material was simply not covered.
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EMX was excellent. The lecturers and tutors Denis, Marywere super helpful and motivated. I never
cared for numbers before but now I can’t stop thinking of regressions and IVs.I would have
liked feedback feedbackon the weekly assignments though. I know it may be labour intensive but
doing the assignments every week was also labour intensive.

Individual assignments exercises,
feedback

would be also useful. More feedback on assignments too

tutorials tutorialssufferedsometimes fromverydifferent levelof knowledgeof the students. maybe
at least for emx+ students the attendance should not be compulsory (we/they have any-
way enough econometrics per week)I believe the exam was fair assessmentand actually very similar
to the example exam

The course was very well organised. The workload workloadwas high, but doable and the lectures
and tutorials helped a lot. The assignments exercisescovered the course content very well, but I
gave a ’3’ for that question since the exam was very unsatisfying and far more advanced
than thecourse itself. Wedid verywell in theassignments, I studieda lot andhelped fellow
students when they had questions. Still, I struggled in the exam assessmentand simply did not know
how to solve it and how to apply what I had studied. Throughout seven questions, only
one model was used (log-log) which implies that we could not use anything of what we
had learned on all the other ones. Most of what I learned in the course was not part of the
exam and vice versa.

I think that unfortunately the exam assessmentwas not really fait comparing to the content. I found
the case very hard and not very intuitive for students having no economic background. I
am really satisfy with the teaching in general. I found it extremely good considering the
diversity of our group. Yet, I found the examination very difficult despite hard work and
lots of preparation.

The course was a big disappointment. After having spent every single weekend on doing
an assignment, assessmentwe get 30% of the grade. Frankly, this is just absurd. It would be fairer
if the grade was split between the assignments and the exam fifty-fifty. The exam was
an absolute demonstration of how some deal with their complexes. That is, by belittling
those who are trying to learn and prepare for a reasonable assessment. I am certain that
the need to show authority and knowledge was fulfilled by said person. The exam was
not proportionate to the teaching offered through the lectures lectureswhich were chaotic and
would not be sufficient for teaching even at Hogwarts; the tutorials tutorialswhich were too short
to allow the tutors (who were the only ones truly willing to help) to present the content
in a way which could be understood by the majority of students; the assignments exerciseswhich,
compared to the exam, were a joke.

We were given 3 hours for an exam which could perhaps be done in 4. assessmentThe wording of
the questions was overly economical and made to confuse students. The same goes for
tables which were not needed and for the distribution of the material among questions -
two questions on IVs which were only introduced in the last tutorial.

I suggest revising thecourseasawhole, changing theassessment, and replacing thecourse
coordinator for one who intends to teach instead of drooling over howmany students he
destroys.
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I would say that the assignments due everyweekend consumed thewholeweekend, thus,
bringing the workload workloadto considerable (high) levels. In the same time they were not very
relevant to the exam tasks. Also, some of the random teams worked together, some did
not, somestudents couldbenefit and learn fromclassmateswithdeeperknowledge, some
could not. In the end, it was a ”random” experience, what makes the grades random as
well. When teams are formed, they should include a balanced mix of ”experience” and
”inexperience”. Grading assessmentthe team is far from objective.

I would propose shorter assignments on weekends, maybe also more exam-oriented.The
dataset and Acemoglu study exerciseswhich were used towards the end gave us a more practical
insight (also for the exam and not only), while the assignments from the bookwere not as
relevant for the exam, like the weekend assighnments.

Sometimes the tempo of the tutorials was quite intense but our tutor Tobiasmade sure no one
falls behind.

The additional tutorials, organized by DEMOs were very helpful to me. DEMOS

The exam assessmentwas not fair in my opinion. Lack of time for such a tricky exam. We got 2 full
questions out of 7 on material which was introduced to us the last week, which is abso-
lutely not fair towards us.
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